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The samples under the study represent the fossil wood from the sediments of the Sarmanovskii 
ore-formation (Permian deposits of the Volga-Ural region) in their original local geochemical 
environment. The combined application of X-ray micro-tomography, nuclear quadrupole resonance 
(NQR) and Mössbauer techniques allows to evaluate the evolution of the geological processes in 
these sediments [1, 2].  
X-ray computed topographic 3D images of the fossil wood demonstrate presence of a zonal 
structure characterized by an inhomogeneous mineral composition. The wood cells were found to 
be filled by copper and minor iron minerals as shown by the NQR and Mössbauer studies. More 
detailed studies show that there are original copper sulfides of the non-stoichiometric family Cu2-xS, 
(0 < x < 1), which have been sealed inside the external "envelop" from CuS and other compounds, 
and, as the consequence, preserved in the close to the original ultra-dispersed state at the central part 
of the clusters. These non-stoichiometric Cu2-xS compounds reflect the initial geological processes 
of the ore-formation due to their bacterial sulfate-reduction nature in the early diagenesis stage. 
Based on the studies made, it appears feasible to consider the original binary Cu sulfides as mineral-
indicators which show the evolution of geological processes in sediments. 
The results of studies are presented and discussed. 
The work is performed according to the Russian Government Program of Competitive Growth 
of Kazan Federal University. 
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